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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Logistics should be treated not only as a theoretical discipline but also as a
practical one. The reason for that is the existing strong connections between logistics
and many others areas of knowledge and economic activities. Logistics can be
considered as an important area in production, and it deals with various activities such
as management of materials, production, distribution and transport. Moreover, it is
an essential factor to manage the production in any manufacturing industry
effectively. The common definition for logistics states that it is a portion of the supply
chain which can link the process flow with the planning and to reach the customer
with the new product.
1.1

Forward Logistics
The forward Logistics procedures portrayed by exercises are concerned with

flows of merchandise, their physical developments, materials and items stockpiling
and streams of data required in each efficient system and its fruitful
acknowledgement. So in a short way, customary Logistics comprises in conveyance
the last item to the end purchaser (Neu. R, 1994). Millions of organization benefits
can lose due to the difficult customer network and external liabilities that could
enormously affect their business (Michael Hammer and James Champy, 2009). The
reverse logistics are essential to enhance some hidden profits of an organization and
also to reduce liabilities and improve customer satisfaction.
In the past decades’ ventures had been utilizing forward Logistics forms in
their financial execution and their administration was completely valid. In some case
the forward logistics get to be distinctly deficient for a few sections of the
administration (Albert O. Hirschman et al. 2013). Many organizations are confronted
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with issues concerning high expenses of materials to generation, high expenses of
waste transfer or issues with return items. Furthermore, numerous nations made their
law stricter, what turned into a purpose behind firms to locate some options and
approaches to deal with their issues (Hildegunn Kyvik Nordås et al., 2006).
In Poland Logistics is the truly new framework and relatively few
organisations are utilizing its support. However, in numerous different nations switch
Logistics is extremely mainstream and valuable, particularly in developed countries.
This subsystem of forwarding Logistics is the response for developing specialized
and mechanical advancements, which cause genetic contamination and struggle
between developing economy and environment. Hence, it was important to make
ecological administration where an essential instrument switched logistics (Jim Wu
and Yen-Chun, 2007).
Buyer mindfulness, improved by lawfully forced green law limitations, has
prompted to the requirement for the safe return of items from the field and also all
the more naturally benevolent items. Thus, Logistics arranging must now consider
both forward and return streams of items, parts, subassemblies, scrap and
compartments. An entirely new range of products has risen based on the required
demand (Khanna, 2015).
1.2

Reverse Logistics
Today, manufacturers invest more money to develop newer technology

through the proper integration of reverse logistics system to yield profit in their
products. The goal in reverse logistics is to utilise end of life product activity to gain
profit and reduce production cost. Reverse logistics refers to the movement of goods
in opposite to the traditional supply chain movement of goods from the vendor to a
customer (David S. Landes, 2003). Every gadget or products can be reused for the
purpose of the different application. Thus the waste or the disposal of the product can
be reduced. Typical examples of reverse supply chain include (Stefan Seuring, 2004):
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• Product returns and management of their deposition
• Refurbishing and Remanufacturing activities
Category of reverse supply chains arise at different stages of product cycle;
however, most performance supply chains are organised to carry out five critical
processes (Subramaniam et al. 2004). For any organisation key factors are those that
have a long haul main concern affect. Up to this point, most organisations focused
just on business capacities, for example, fund or promoting as key factors.
Logistics abilities were considering as an important key variable amid the late
1980s. Most organisations now concentrated to Switch Logistics as holding an
essential key part. However, this capacity still does not seem to pick up the status of
a key variable. The significance of turn around Logistics is expanding for various
reasons. Companies are seeing substantial advantages from the esteem that can be
recovered from inefficient resources (Zeng et al. 2013).
There is an expansion in aggressive weight to give a successful, productive
returned merchandise product. The expansion in list and e-business shopping has
brought about an advancement of merchandise, and it can reduce the chance of
product exchange. Product lifecycle flow and an expanded accentuation of presenting
new issues and requiring an active intend to bring back out of date products, old
things. Expanded jurisdictional prerequisites in regards to reusing and item
particularly around items having environmental perils have developed the
requirement for accurate record keeping and following (Philip Kotler and David
Gertner, 2002).
1.2.1 Reverse Logistics in Humanitarian Sector
Reverse logistics are essential while downscaling of activities such as program
closure in goods which shifted to a different process or else disposed of. Improper
selection and purchase of product lead to return or disposal or that can use for another
purpose.
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Closure of programs or relinquishment of emergency response programs and
therefore the rejected merchandise came to the seller. Wrong orders/wrong deliveries
delayed and merchandise now not helpful to the programs, broken merchandise on
warranty goes for repair unit by backhauling of packaging materials for reprocess or
disposal. The value estimation on method ought to take throughout the budgeting
amount (Robert Setaputra, and Samar K. Mukhopadhyay, 2010).
1.2.2 Applications of Reverse Logistics
1.2.2.1Application in Electronics Industry
Electronics products are well known short lifespan items. So the electronic
wastes are increasing in developed and developing nations. Thus, most of the
electronics product manufacturing industries applied reverse logistics to enhance
their profit. As indicated by Gartner (Timothy Sturgeon and Momoko Kawakami,
2010), around 37 million optional electronics wastes were restored and sent out to
developing markets in 2008, as well as statistical surveying in firms predicted that
this value increased to 69 million by 2012.
In 2007, about 68 million optional PCs must be dispose of around the world.
In developing nations, roughly 15 million optional PCs must be disposed of in the
year 2007. Gartner gauges that, rising nations should discard a sum of about 70
million free electronics waste yearly. Among them personal computers are in large
number. The reuse of out of date items cannot be over underlined (Timothy Sturgeon
and Momoko Kawakami, 2010).
1.2.2.2Applications in Automotive Industry
Automotive industries are in large number in the world, and to manufacture
expensive consumer products. Thus the reverse logistic is essential in automotive
industries to produce products in short time. Automotive industries applied reverse
logistic in three of their major roles, which are, components from end-of-life vehicles,
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salvage of parts and used parts manufacturing (Neil Ferguson, and Jim Browne,
2001).
1.2.3 Classification of Reverse Logistics System
The reverse logistics are classified into two forms open loop system and a
closed loop system.
1.2.3.1Open loop system
In an open loop system, the manufacturer took effort for collecting and finding
products in the market. The open loop supply chain network planned for collecting
used products from the customer and transported for recycling unit for recovering
components and the excess disposed of by the disposal unit (Patrick Beullens, 2004).
Problems with Open Loop System: In the structure of the open loop system,
the inventory network is intended for gathering used items from a client and moved
to return, reprocessing and reselling. Products collected from consumers, assessed at
accumulation center and arranged into three gatherings as indicated by their quality.
The three levels of quality are reusable, recoverable and transfer. Reusable items
transported to reprocessing center, recoverable items carried to reusing focus, and
unrecoverable items carried to transfer the focus. Reprocessed items transported to
use market for the offering. Reused items transported to assembling office as crude
material (Atasu et al. 2010).
1.2.3.2Closed Loop System
The closed loop supply chain generally involves a manufacturer, although
sometimes it is the buyer, taking responsibility directly for the reverse logistics
process. The items, parts, and so forth are returned from an end user and recouped
straightforwardly by the first producer or through circuitous (merchant) channels
speaking to the first maker's field benefit constraint. The essential distinction between
these models is the reverse supply chain. Inside a closed loop framework, including
a buyer's market the necessary connection between the manufacturer and retailer
(Erin Özceylan, and Turan Paksoy 2013).
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Return items are primarily bought and sent back to the manufacturer. The two
switch linkages in this model are, buyer to retailer and retailer to the different
indication. Closed loop frameworks permit firms to track the item and its
disappointment and repair involvement, along these lines uncovering to costadequately administration and bolster field benefit. Likewise, the nearby control and
quick recuperation gave by a final loop framework permits, least stock for field
bolster (Subulan et al. 2015).
1.3

Information Technology in Reverse Supply Chains
The influence of information technology on the operation of reverse logistics

can lead an improved profit to the industries. In the initial stage, the IT service is
employed to the supply chain to monitor the travel history of the vendors. This least
fast delivery of sensitive products, then that can be fed into the forward logistic
process. The IT enabled transport tracking facility is also helpful to predict the future
product returns based on the historic statics report (Daugherty et al. 2005).
The specification of premium products is highly sensitive, thus due to
specification issues, there is a chance of return before using it. Hence the online order
booking can easily verify the specification, and it is easy to confirm/disconfirm the
order with the company. Some electronics gadgets can enable remote support for fault
diagnosis. Thus the IT integrated reverse supply chain process reduces some risk
management and increases profits (Sameer Kumar and Valora Putnam, 2008).
Nowadays the manufacturers embedded the IT-based devices in their products
to record the usage of the product by the consumer. At the time of service, the
recorded data is helpful to reduce diagnosis process. Recently, Bosch used a low-cost
chip called ‘data logger' in their electric motor that can record usage hours and speed.
This helped them to decide the product to send recycling or remanufacturing
(Fleischmann et al. 1997).
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1.3.1 Environmental Concerns
Expanded directions by U.S and European governments are making makers
put resources into invert logistics procedures to guarantee appropriate demeanor of
their items. PC producers like, Dell and Hewlett-Packard have got feedback for not
appropriately discarding the e-squander they create. A few organisations are
attempting to apply fundamental research to set up naturally cordial measures,
however, in all actuality, no organisation actualize forms that are not practical to them
over the long haul. On the off chance that enactment compels them to do as such,
they should pass on the expanded assembling expenses to clients (Hazen et al. 2012).
1.4

Partnership throughout the Product Lifecycle
Making a reliable and durable provider assertion mutually deciding the best

approach cost sharing and having a positive relationship enhance the primary concern
for everybody (Kiritsis et al. 2003).
1.4.1 Background: The Market for Shipping Products
The market employed for transportation items concentrated on the relationship
between open loop closed loop and cross breed framework for dealing with the item
pressing in the supply chain. The creation of new item goes about as a source for this
context and item, pressing transfer via landfill or in the sink. Additionally, compel
the emphasis on the issue for different reasons. As a piece of delivery merchandise
downstream towards the customer, a simple closed loop framework gives back the
pressing specifically to the wellspring of the products that were sent on the bundle
(Schoonhoven et al. 1990).
Simply the closed loop framework is once in a while found outside vertically
coordinated firms, yet there is frequently relationship crosswise over set limits that
are about closed loop as a result of long haul nature. In an entirely open loop
framework, the upstream and downstream elements are not any longer piece of a
similar firm. So, the relationship between the upstream and downstream elements are
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likewise more liquid, and outsiders deal with the bundle return upstream. (Celik et al.
2009).
1.4.2 Impacting the Bottom Line
Numerous officials look at the measure of money spent for the take back
products to other supply chain exercises and presume that contributing assets
somewhere else would yield more prominent outcomes. Along these lines, they
simply concentrate on attempting to lessen the cost of profits handling. Reverse
logistics expenses are under 4% of aggregate supply chain costs for general
organisations. Moreover, keeping in mind that expanding proficiency is constantly
critical, turn around logistics can likewise give a broad assortment of chances for
changes, from client administration and returns preparing to provider relations and a
startling income source. There are a few key territories where organisations can
emphatically affect income with reverse logistics exercises (Delshad, K., et al. 2016).
1.4.2.1 Returns-to-Revenue
Organizations that guarantee auspicious conveyance and preparing of profit
position themselves to spare increasingly or gain more from the returned item. From
restoring, repackaging and exchanging of parts recovery and reusing, returned items
are frequently undiscovered hotspots for income. With this secondary process, there
are considerably more motivations to consider returning as income open doors (Jay
A. Conger, 1999).
1.4.2.2 Protecting Profits
Taking care of the benefits legitimately and following all exercises are basic
to help organisations stay away from fines and punishments from different
government administrative offices. Truth told the biggest date issued by EPA against
one of the greatest e-squander managers in New Jersey, a sum of almost $500,000
(McCubbins et al. 1987).
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1.4.2.3 Customer Loyalty
As per the nationwide review conducted in the year 2005, is 95% of clients to
not purchase from an organization if they have an awful returns involvement. This
part clarifies why organizations considered best-in-class backwards logistics
appreciate a 12% preferred standpoint in general consumer loyalty over their
opposition (Helfat et al. 2009).
1.4.2.4 Disposal Benefits
Understanding what are those returned products and list out demanding for
organizations to manage administrative issues and assess returned product stock for
conceivable optional deal's path in RL. Additionally, other valuable side effects to
discarding items, for example, maintaining a strategic distance from overabundance
stock conveying costs, limiting duties and protection, and overseeing staff levels
(John Carver, 2011).
1.4.2.5 Maximize Recovery Rates
Misused or wholly lost returns results in loss to the reverse logistic performer.
It additionally implies that the product could wind up being a total loss for an
organization rather than an opportunity to resale or a spare parts asset (Varela, C.,
2016).
1.5

Reverse Logistics Spectrum
The reverse logistics might astonish various officials, yet blemished returns

are regularly under 20 percentage of the total items handled through a profit focus.
Whatever remains of profits fall into a few classifications that additionally should
slope the reverse logistic pipeline, with the present particular unique challenges and
openings? These incorporate reviewed items, end-of-life items, regular parts and
returns. Some of these classifications, for example, reviewed items, can be altogether
bigger than the quality of elements sent back by clients and regularly have essentially
more prominent potential risk related to it (Johan Holmgren et al. 2012).
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In 2010, there were more than 1,000 unique things reviewed from the
commercial center by different U.S. government official organisations. Among
others, these included reviews for toys, pharmaceuticals, shopper hardware,
therapeutic gadgets and car parts. The explanations behind the reviews extended from
issues with bundling and cautioning names to unsafe conditions made from the items.
Basic review part in the gadgets business extends from batteries that posture
wellbeing dangers for buyers to potential fire risks because of flawed hardware and
development (Chang Ouk Kim et al. 2010). Notwithstanding fines and punishments
from administrative offices, there can be significantly more outstanding potential
liabilities for claims and the effect on organisation deals from an awful press.
Limiting these potential dangers from reviewing items is a noteworthy driver behind
the need to build up a great turn around logistics program (Georgios Andreadis et al.
2014).
1.6

Complete Reverse Logistics Management Solution
A powerful answer for returns focuses administration envelop industry-

driving abilities that empower a retailer or maker to drive efficiencies and augment
the esteem recouped from returns. An entire reverse logistics, administration
arrangement, ought to contain the accompanying functionalities (Kamalendu Pal and
Bill Karakostas, 2014).
1.6.1 Basic warehouse management
Core WMS functionalities incorporate accepting, stock control, quality
confirmation and delivery. Modules required for renovation, repairs, following of
local supplies, and end-of-life/insufficient electronic resources, for example, servers,
PCs, value scanners and so on. Usefulness is additionally required to satisfy
fundamental recharging and request satisfaction needs (Yang Li, and Shuo Liu,
2014). Limiting returns empowered through the significant meaning of profits
information, and investigation abilities.
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The arrangement ought to likewise address fundamental reverse logistics
needs, for example, guarantee and claims management, review management and an
examination module for repair and maintenance (Luca Greco et al. 2013). The profits
administration arrangement ought to effortlessly incorporate with excellent
information from capital frameworks of record, and also arranging other fringe
frameworks, for example, transportation, fund and CRM answers for logical
operation.
1.6.2 Reselling in the Secondary Market
One of the simplest cases of auxiliary market openings lies in the cell phone
industry. Consistently, there are around 1.2 billion cell phones sold worldwide. The
arrival rate for mobile phones in 2010 was 8% or 96 million telephones that weigh
around 16,000 tons. The traditional optional market gives an incentive for restoring
cell phones runs in the vicinity of 35% and 75% of the first esteem. The normal retail
esteem per telephone is around $150. On the off chance that sold on the auxiliary
market, the producer would recuperate all things considered $82.50 per phone.
On the off chance that a producer could exchange just 250,000 of the
telephones came back, which provide over $20M in extra income. The opportunity to
create a reverse logistics process, which exploits free markets and recovered materials
is critical. Consolidated, these projects could give makers approaches to diminish the
general cost of assembling their items, increment income from new sources as well
as enhances client benefit in the meantime.
1.6.3 Rare Materials Reclamation
One of the fastest growing costs of manufacturing electronics is the cost of
rare earth metals, subcomponents, and parts. Thus manufacturers who create
procedures to gather parts, metals and segments from a large number of parts disposed
every year. For instance, cell phone makers could remove and recover the copper,
silver and gold from disposing of the units.
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As indicated by the Environmental Protection Agency, the reuse of each
million mobile phones, 772 pounds of silver, 35,274 pounds of copper, 33 pounds of
palladium and 75 pounds of gold can be recovered. Hence, the total worth of
recovered one million phones is over $2.8 million. These materials can be either
exchanged or reused to different organisations in the assembling of various items (Z.
Shen et al. 2003).
1.6.4 Avoiding the Risks of Regulation
While increasing revenue is always welcomed, protecting profits can be just
as critical for growth. In the recent past, state and federal legislation that impacts
returns processing has grown significantly. More than 35 states have legislation on
the books that impacts returns management and disposition. Considerable states have
constrained makers, if their items are recognized in landfills, and have to pay heavy
fines to tidy up an item that was discarded by their clients, regardless of the possibility
that it was without the producer's information.
For manufacturers and retailers alike, this sort of enactment expands
government control, detailing necessities, checking abilities and potential monetary
dangers (B. Giri and K. Chaudhuri, 1998). The developing budgetary risk of penalty
and different punishments is fundamentally more noteworthy than the charge of
appropriate returns handling or the estimation of all returned stock. In one case,
around 500 organizations saw the estimation of their stock drop to 13% because of
government move made in response to their poor reverse logistics forms.
Hence potential dangers to organizations could debilitate their ultimate
survival (G. Padmanabhan and P. Vrat, 1995). Companies regularly see return
products as a cost of working together and disregard the potential income opportunity.
In the hardware business, the regular profit rate for deals is 8%. However, the arrival
rate inside subcategories can extend from 4% to 15%. Compared to $14 billion in
yearly returns, and huge numbers of these items are not defective. 8 Years of testing
returned buyer gadgets have built up that the non-blemished rate for shopper
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hardware drifts around 65% of aggregate merchandise returned, which means just
35% are defective. The non-deficient item might be in the immaculate working
request or harmed by the client yet repairable (G. Padmanabhan and P. Vrat, 1995).
Returns policies establish guidelines that govern when a product is to be
returned and under what conditions it will be accepted. High-tech companies need to
develop their warranty and return policies in an effort to strike a balance between
providing an acceptable level of customer service and protecting the company. The
policy provides some basis for protecting the maker of the product from fraudulent
claims and unethical customers. On the other hand, return policies reduce the
customer’s risk when purchasing the goods. Because of this, many companies in less
competitive environments maintain stricter returns policies that place more of the
burden on their customer (C. Dye and L. Ouyang, 2005).
1.6.5 Exchanges and Repairs in the Reverse Logistics Pipeline
Other reverse logistics areas that impact the high-tech industry are warranties
and repairs. These items may go back to the retailer, but more likely end up back with
the manufacturer. In each case, there is an opportunity to provide a quality customer
experience that may lead to customer loyalty and positive word-of-mouth exposure.
There is also an opportunity for the manufacturer to gain cost- and time-efficiencies
in their operations. Products returned for repairs are often treated as inbound
shipments, but they are not the same as receiving raw materials or components (C.
Hsu et al. 2007). Repairs often go into a completely separate workflow, requiring
parts, personnel and processes that differ from new products.
Once an organization has established that it is worth investing in its reverse
logistics capacities, the question gets to be whether reverse logistics ought to be
created inside or outsourced. Today, the lion's share of retailers and producers
outsource a few or the majority of their reverse logistics firms. A number of their
reverse logistics procedure to outsource relies upon the experience and capacities of
their central administration group. Four distinct parts make up an exhaustive reverse
logistics prepare (Y. Koskosidis et al. 1992).
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Despite whether an organization outsource their complete or some portion of
their reverse logistics program, a basic and best idea in practice is to setup reverse
logistics operations separate from forwarding dissemination exercises, with
committed proper oversight. These devoted self-sufficiency guarantees reverse
logistics to get the consideration, which is essential in engaging an official to regulate
the procedure to guarantee achievement (T. Sexton and Y. Choi., 1986).
1.6.6 Tapping into Third Party Logistics Benefits
In some cases, the reverse logistics are regularly outsourced to outside logistics
suppliers, even by organizations that have best suitable supply chain capacities and
complex worldwide systems. The central purposes behind this outsourcing are
acquiring reverse logistics mastery rapidly; accomplishing more prominent
adaptability and faster speed to market, and making a defensive hindrance against
outside strengths to farthest point potential liabilities (Ahmed Elsayed et al. 2012).
Many organizations outsource their reverse logistics since they do not have
the ability inside their administrative positions running the range, or they would rather
put their assets toward assembling or client benefit. Producers regularly devote their
top ability to running assembling plants, working with customers or overseeing
imports not concentrating on returns. With their outsider logistics (3PL) supplier,
producers get the concentration, inspiration, encounter, real innovation, capital assets
and staff to waste no time. Organisations likewise outsource to the top and control
different dangers and liabilities, for example, stock shrinkage, specialist remuneration
costs, health advantage costs and other "non-controllable" costs (Hung-DA Wan and
Venkata Krishna Gonnuru, 2013).
Organisations secure themselves by either arranging a settled charge game
plan for different years or with some variable valuing. Reverse logistics can build
benefits and consumer loyalty. Then again, a powerless reverse logistics program can
push clients away and increment expenses and liabilities. Reverse logistics are the
basic piece of the supply chain that merits creating, and all that matters effect as much
as 5% of the offers. In spite of the fact that frequently neglected, there are few
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procedures left that have as much potential to decidedly affect profit as reverse
logistics (Jinmo Sung and Bongju Jeong, 2014).
1.6.6.1Reason of Outsourcing Reverse Logistics
Outsourcing reverse logistics empowers organisations to delivering and offer
products. In the interim, 3PL focuses on handling returns and gives all the announcing
and proposals required for a coordinated, viable reverse logistics arrangement.
Reverse logistics regularly treated like the unwanted stepchild of the supply chain
family. However, the money related effect of centering assets on reverse logistics can
altogether influence an organization’s benefits and share the cost. There are three
primary purposes behind outsourcing reverse logistics. They are cent red,
adaptability, and money related advantages (Amre Z. Massoud and Surendra M.
Gupta, 2008)].
Companies outsource reverse logistics to qualified outsider logistics (3PL)
suppliers because 3PLs offer the concentration and center abilities required to work
a cutting edge reverse logistics program. Organisations that contract 3PLs pick up the
product, administration, and experience needed to begin and keep up a reverse
logistics. Third party logistics offers retailers and producers the adaptability expected
to rapidly actualize an effective return handle without affecting capital spending
plans. Most 3PLs either have existing offices that can utilise, or open offices in the
best areas to limit transportation costs. These 3PLs give all the foundation required
and manufacture all offices, programming, and hardware costs into their cost
(Elifkongar and Surendra M. Gupta, 2001).
The 3PLs provide obligation security in case, topping laborer remuneration at
a standard month to month cost, paying little heed to the mishap rate in the office.
They additionally incorporate with their agreements a shrinkage stipend over the
stock they handle. Most outsiders reverse logistics contracts incorporate some value
per-piece top. Every one of these components does the planning and arranging for the
individuals who outsource.
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1.6.7 Reverse Logistics as the Element of Enterprise Management
These days reverse logistics are an exceptionally valuable instrument for
endeavors which need to manage creation squanders and business returns. Forward
logistics is not ready to oversee them since they appear at the start of the reverse
supply chain. That is the purpose of developing the significance of reverse streams.
Reverse logistics are very new logistics framework, and the most widely recognized
are utilizing as a part of created nations (Yuan-JyeTseng et al. 2012). The reasons for
this are higher expenses of such framework and some hierarchical issues. In the past
decades, ventures have been utilizing forward logistics forms in their monetary
execution and their administration was entirely fruitful. Be that as it may, since a
couple of years forward logistics get to be distinctly deficient for a few sections of
the administration.
Moreover, numerous nations made their law stricter, what turned into a
purpose behind firms to locate some option approaches to deal with their issues. Since
reverse logistics are a new framework, there is additionally a wide range of terms in
writing, which sound distinctive yet remains same. In Polish writing, it is conceivable
to watch some developmental pattern for reverse logistics. The principle undertakings
of the reverse logistics are: gathering and sorting the squanders, their transportation
and capacity, and furthermore, they are preparing and landfilling with other use forms
(Smith.S, et al. 2012).
Other writing position displays the reverse logistics frameworks which are
supporting the worst administration and reusing forms. The purposes behind that are
stricter law directions and the significance of environmental security. This sort of
logistics components is: squanders sorting, transportation, stockpiling and
furthermore reusing forms. Notable here are the connections and their creation
between the circle of usage and circle of generation and utilization. This origination
creates the new thought for logistics of taking into the view the raw materials and
items utilized for generations to be biodegradable and straightforward for reusing (Li,
W Mehnen, 2013).
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The reverse logistics portrayal is very hard as a result of the separation, reverse
procedures in the examination with forwarding logistics. Thus the Reverse logistics
framework has its starting when the employed items are returned to supply chain
process or when a few shots of squanders appear in the creation forms. Hence the
reverse logistics procedures are firmly associated with creation squanders or returned
items (Turowski M et al. 2005).
Then the articles are chosen, what implies the control and trial of value, which
items or materials can remanufacture and reuse after performing reverse logistic.
These with little esteem arranged on the landfill in the stage of disposal. Besides,
those operations, some processes are still significant for the endeavor are more distant
reprocessing and remanufacturing and in the wake of relying upon this esteem are
employed as a part of procedures like repairing, reusing, reviving or reusing.
At the point when items on the stage of finish in reverse supply chain,
subsequently the products link to the forward supply chain. In principle Association
of reverse logistics, procedures ought not to be extremely muddled. In any case, the
practice demonstrates that it is substantially more troublesome as it appears. All
reverse logistics forms together with connections between them. It seems glaringly
evident that their association and furthermore necessary leadership in such muddled
condition may be a major issue (Michael E. Ketzenberg et al. 2003).
1.6.8 Cost Management in Reverse Logistics
Another vital issue in reverse logistics is managing its expenses. Expenditure
of this framework is usually higher than compared to the forward logistic process.
That is one reason why many organizations are as yet deferring the presentation.
Here, contemplating the charges look at the expenses of the reverse logistics process
and forward logistics process. The amount spent on the transportation are
considerably more prominent in the reverse logistics process because typically
reverse shipments are smaller (Beatriz González and Belarmino Adenso-Díaz, 2006).
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Expenses of dealing with substantially higher, because littler volumes of
shipments associated with more material taking care of expenditure. Expenses of out
of date quality might be higher for reverse logistics because returned items might be
returned or delivered after quite a while and after this period these items are lost
esteem and are out of date quality, and the same have fewer choices for reusing.
Expenses of value test and control significantly more prominent in the case of reverse
logistics operation because each returned item must be monitored and tried before
new product production. It is important to ensure that the item can be reused (Taleb
et al. 1997).
Expenses of the gathering substantially higher and less institutionalized in the
case of the reverse logistics process. They are the most real expense since they
associated with gathering returned items from various confinements. Different costs
which don't essential for the performing forward logistics like expenses of repair,
repacking, evolving esteem, adjusting which firmly associated with increasing the
value of returning items.
Hence it is introduced that the costs for performing reverse logistics, for the
most part, are higher than in forwarding logistics. The reverse logistic is essential to
follow in every organisation. However, the expenses being a notable drawback. In
writing, there are some important guidelines for performing reverse logistics.
Perceive and record all outside and inner exchange managing material streams. It is
important to guarantee that all manufacturers control at conveyance frameworks.
They have to achieve their goal focuses particularly if it associated with
remanufacturing, reusing, or refurbishing (Veerakamolmal, and Gupta, 1998).
The returned materials from the end user to their providers, are considered in
two cases such as reuse or recycle to decrease the squanders or waste to the base,
retire however much as could be expected out of squanders into reverse frameworks
for reusing and recovery. Obviously, there are various vital issues for reverse
logistics, but this article calls attention to just the most important ones. Essentially,
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reverse logistics envelop the logistics, administration aptitudes and exercises for
diminishing, overseeing and discarding squanders (Isaacs, and Gupta, 1997).
1.7

Optimization in Reverse Logistics
The reverse logistics are an immaculate open door "for retailers to enhance

their supply chains". Many organisations endeavor to oversee reverse logistics
through their forward logistics channels, trusting that it is more temperate to use
existing warehousing and transportation systems. In any case, for specific enterprises,
endeavoring to oversee forward and reverse logistics through a similar channel can
increment operational intricacy and cause negative swells over the esteem chain.
The human cardiovascular framework fills in a well-suited de-oxygenated
blood were coming back to the heart through similar conduits that convey oxygenated
blood all through the human body, as opposed to through discrete and exceptionally
particular veins. In reality, an organization’s items can be seen as its life blood.
Compelling a reverse stream back through the forward channel is likened to stepping
up the courses (M.Z. Muhammad et al. 2010).
1.7.1 Customer loyalty
Customer experience and brand recognition start before buy and reach out
through the return and repair. A customer who has a proficient, assisted return benefit
experience might probably stay faithful to the brand than one who has a negative
ordeal. It is given that returned items break even with income misfortunes. Be that as
it may, returns likewise can fundamentally recoil net revenues (A. Jalan and B.H.
Kleiner, 1995).
Processing returns through standard forward dissemination and administration
focus moderates the conveyance procedure, i.e., Forward development for first deal
items. Returns additionally put troubles on the foundation, for example, a distribution
center space where they can take up as much as 25 percent of aggregate accessible
space because of low turns of restored items (A. Ajitabh, and K. Momaya, 2004).
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Products that develop quickly, for example, gadgets, lose an incentive after some
time.
The slower the profits procedure, the more noteworthy the shot that resale
estimation of items decreases. Item esteem can likewise dissolve because of the harm
brought about through an ineffectively composed returns taking care of the process.
Because administrative necessities can change rapidly, delays in the arrival procedure
may make consistency introduction of an organization. Likewise, returns can expand
an organization’s natural effect if oversaw in an impromptu way, including costs as
well as making potential reputational dangers (H.H. Vanden-Kroonenberg, 1989).
1.7.2 Potential benefits to be gained in Reverse Logistics
Most of the organizations only concentrate on forwarding supply chain
process, because they have a more substantive effect on the primary concern. Be that
as it may, in doing as such, they may ignore advantages to be picked up by enhancing
the reverse supply chain process. Around 10 percentages of their total income might
spend for performing reverse logistics; it is basic for officials to concentrate on
endeavors on this issue.
Notwithstanding edge upgrades, strong returns administration can improve an
association's image value and its notoriety for performing in earth mindful ways (D.
Leonard-Barton, 1991). A dedicated channel in the reverse logistics process gives
makers clear deceivability into reverse streams. It also enables tighter cost controls.
Most significantly, it can transform reverse logistics functions from cost centers into
profit centers due to enhanced asset efficiency, greater employee productivity, and
clear organizational goals.
Additionally, the speed of the reverse flow, limiting the loss of significant
worth for items that tend to debase rapidly (for instance, shopper gadgets).
Furthermore, forward logistics channels are authorized to build speed of conveyance
and concentrate on enhancing client benefit while adjusting other supply chain
weights, for example, supply changeability (J.E. Ettlie, 1998).
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1.7.3 Practical considerations for decision making
Strategic decisions are basic to set up a compelling returns administration
handling while as yet tending to the tradeoffs for and impacts on current business
forms (C. Piggies' and M.V. Thirumurthy, 1996).
1.7.3.1Cost versus profit center
Whether the dedicated reverse logistics channel is a cost or benefits focus
affects the way an organisation executes it. Benefit fixates commonly concentrate on
income era through repairs and resale of renovated items, and they require tight
controls of the expenses for the arrival and repair forms. Taken a Toll fixates then
again, which concentrate on enhancing the client experience and fragment customers
in light of sought administration levels (A. Gungor and S. M. Gupta, 1999).
1.7.4 In-house versus outsourced reverse channel
Managing an effective, devoted reverse logistics channel requires a thorough
usage of procedures bolstered by vigorous tools. Organisations ought to set up clear
merchandise, exchanges and return materials approval (RMA) to illuminate the
profits approval prepare. Procedures and apparatuses are required for the
transportation, receipt and screening of benefits to accommodate with RMA. When
screening finished, organisations need to examine the returned item and settle on the
best key strategy (C. Prahinski and C. Kocabasoglu, 2006).
The last stride is to execute the key decision in a skilful and beneficial way.
String instruments as a profits and records administration framework, guarantee
administration framework and transportation administration framework help
actualize the procedures. Contingent upon existing workforce abilities, the
development of the reverse logistics process, and cost, associations may outsource
the reverse channel to outside logistics suppliers – either the entire procedure or
chose. An outsourced model would require careful choice of the 3PL accomplice
given abilities, demonstrated reputation, and arrangement of administrations with the
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outsourcing organization’s targets and strategies (D. S. Rogers and R.S. TibbenLembke, 2011).
Businesses today are hoping to develop in various distinctive courses,
regardless of whether through acquisitions, expanded item offerings, and extended
deals channels and geologies. Development by any of these methods can lead to
progressively complex operations, as well as a higher rate or volume of profits. Be
that as it may, higher returns could speak to "another typical" for a development
organisation is one in which a higher rate of offers brings about returns (E. Grenchus
et al. 1997).
Returns administration through a dedicated reverse logistics channel turns into
a crucial part of working with its particular arrangement of costs, empowering
business to turn what beforehand viewed as immaculate "commotion" and cast into
an upper hand. A dedicated reverse logistics channel can drive noteworthy business
esteem, possibly decreasing the cost of taking care of profits by 15 to 20 percent and
expanding incomes by 5 to 10 percent. As organisations look for better approaches to
increase upper hand, the frequently ignored returns capacity can be a handy
wellspring of cost-cutting and income era (V.D.R. Guide et al. 1997).
The potential main concern effect of process enhancements can be
considerably more prominent for reverse logistics than circulation. While
appropriation improvements can decrease finance and transportation costs, enhancing
reverse logistics can fundamentally expand the recuperation rate on the estimation of
the stock handle. A substantially more critical effect on an association than essentially
boosting profitability. The makers have a comparable open door (Bloemhof-Ruwaard
et al. 1995).
The usual producer spends between nine percent and 14 percent of aggregate
deals on returns, as indicated by an Aberdeen Group is considered. Numerous makers
are driven by solid budgetary motivating forces to build up a quality reverse logistics
handle that could expand the main issue by maybe a couple percent of aggregate deals
(L. Moyer and S. M. Gupta, 1997).
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1.8

End of Life Products Reverse Logistics
The reverse logistics is defined as the logistic management in the process

planning, controlling, and implementing the cost-effective for the flow of end of life
products for the inventory of new product. Reverse logistics process in EOL products
includes collecting, recycling, production, deposition. Reverse logistics can form a
step back in the resource supply chain by the product supplement from customers to
manufacturers. Reverse logistics is not even a newer process, but it is practiced in
recycling plastic products like bottles and recycling of metal scraps.
Reverse logistics practices have been in presence for quite a while, particularly
in the automotive business, where manufacturers try to recover value from recycling
car parts (Luu Quoc Dat et al. 2012). Reverse logistics gaining more attention
nowadays and it can give profit to an organization. When product is manufactured by
the organisation, the product is fed to supply chain network. Then the product reaches
to the customers or distributor. The purpose of a supply chain is to analyses of EOL
product for taking working components for the manufacturing.
Reverse logistics operate in reverse, that is the process starts from the product
consumption and ends with the point of origin. Reverse logistics can recapture market
value not by losing it. Any process managed by management after a product’s sale
involves reverse logistics. Thus when the product quality is defective, the
manufacturer recalls the defective product from the customer and fed to testing,
disassembly and disposing of the product. After the collecting and testing procedure
the product travel to supply chain network for retaining any useful components in the
defective product by the manufacturer (Chunguang Bai and Joseph Sarkis, 2013).
End-of-life projects are employed to pull more seasoned, obsolete items from
the essential deals divert keeping in mind the end goal to clear a path for new models.
End-of-life projects give a procedure that empowers the producer to keep the most
recent items available while guaranteeing more traditional models expelled from the
market in a controlled manner (Mahdi Mahmoudzadeh et al. 2013). Numerous
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associations rely upon a specific season to drive deals. They frequently give
uncommon bundling to advance their items and plan on repackaging any unsold
inventories available to be purchased during the accompanying season.
Unsold things are reviewed by the first producer or the distributor as third
party in the first deals assertion. Some item classes, for example, a fine way of
process, are sold in the free market promptly taking after the prime offering season.
Different items, for instance, shopper hardware, fueled gear and scents, are repacked,
and the product sold in the target advertise inside days of being returned. The original
equipment manufacturers of all sizes depend on occasional review projects to boost
deals, regularly furnishing their clients with ensured deals choices that drive edge to
both the purchaser and vendor (Sónia R. Cardoso et al. 2013).
The components or parts fall into the last class of benefits that relies upon an
organization’s turn around logistics program. Of the parts, which returned, have
found that around 25% reviewed, repaired, as well as repackaged. Then sent to the
field for use by the consumer. The reverse logistics process has empowered OEMs to
diminish their general interest in parts to keep up the largest amount of administration,
particularly in repair oranges that rely on upon the accessibility of parts (Harold Crick
et al. 2013).
Giving an approach to return unused parts streamlines the repair procedure and
limits the speculation by both producers and field benefit organisations. In these
classes, turn around logistics is considerably bigger and it incorporates a wide scope
of advantages that, taken together, can significantly affect an organization’s primary
concern. It merits rehashing that while the cost of preparing returns is under 4% of
aggregate logistics costs, innovative organisations can recuperation estimate of 28%
on returned resource and appreciate a 12% upper hand in general consumer loyalty
with best-in-class turnaround logistics (A.J.D. Lambert, 2003).
Attention on logistics and supply chain, and additionally constructing
adaptability in serving clients, is vital to retailers as they look to make leaner
procedures and increment cost investment funds. Customarily, retailers have put
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more noteworthy consideration on advancing products and materials in the supply
chain process, yet an overall test is to move in reverse. The regressive stream of
merchandise alluded to as "switch logistics;" the idea is commenced on moving
products and items from the time when they are buying or expended, or sent back to
a past supply chain indicate esteem (Mollenkopf D et al. 2007).
Inside the retail business, turn around logistics assumes a basic part in
customer returns and how the retailer's procedure returns proficiently. This process
may have all the earmarks of being a basic procedure of moving merchandise from
clients for returns focuses. Retailers confront various operational difficulties. For
example, the related transfer strategies put stringent confinements on the process of
reverse logistics. Encourage, supply chain changes are happening as obtaining
propensities change.
Never again are customers compelled to shopping exactly at physical stores
they are rather shopping over various channels and expecting similar levels of
administration over each touch point. Sellers or Retailers are looking for strategies
for handling multichannel returns. However, extortion remained a developmental test
and observed that it empowers bother free returns (Govindan, K. and Hamed S. 2017).
It is normal for customers to buy an item from a retailer's Web website and after that
arrival it to the store for a discount.
It shows various difficulties for request administration, arrange satisfaction
and stock administration. Returns administration and particularly deceitful returns
counteractive action exhibit its difficulties. By coordinating return products with
request administration instruments, retailers can accomplish more prominent
deceivability of profits and abatement return misrepresentation. It has substantiated
as far as, it can tell with the main home change, customer through the centralization
of its profits procedure crosswise over channels (Pishvaee MS et al. 2010).
To additionally enhance the supply chain prepares retailers to need to
mechanize the basic strides of invert logistics and increment permeability all through
the supply chain. While empowering shoppers to return items through their preferred
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channel, retailers need to keep up permeability and control over their procedures,
while controlling expenses. Frequently returned stock does not have to backpedal to
a cases focus. However, can come back to the online rack. By steering it through a
broadened claims handle, the retailer may lose a chance to offer the item when a
request is most astounding (Ekvall T and Tillman AM 1997).
1.8.1 Compliance Challenges
Dangerous waste taking care obliges retailers to agree to a significant number
of security and natural insurance laws and controls. Driving retailers characterize
standard working rules and giving, preparing to returns partners, in particular for
people taking care of hazardous waste. Cargo, for example, employed batteries,
chemicals and inflammable/flammable materials contain remaining harmful
components that should be appropriately isolated and transported (Rose CM and Ishii
K 1999).
Another real push for the reverse logistics process accomplices and the
retailers to remain by the side of the current rules and controls for material taking care
of are the punishments that can come about because of resistance. Retailers can
confront exorbitant fines or assent announces. Sufficient checks and models expected
to both stay in consistency and shield partners taking care of returning things. Existing
procedures may be adequate, yet needs, developing for retailers to survey exemption,
taking care of capacities and roll out necessary improvements (Cappelli F et al. 2007).
Product recalls affecting a huge number of organizations consistently,
influencing deals, testing, client connections and disturbing supply chains. To better
set themselves up for reviews, retailers ought to incorporate adaptability with their
reverse logistics. By catching more information combined with the investigation,
retailers can distinguish territories of chance and limit hazard permitting them to
respond all the more rapidly and efficiently to item reviews (Vogtländer et al. 2001).
It is fundamental in today's retail industry for associations to take a conclusion
to end perspective of their reverse logistics organizes and reorient them to drive
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cooperative energies crosswise over already discrete components of the supply chain.
The focal issue for some retailers is the test of changing reverse logistics from a cost
focus to a benefit making movement. The two unique methods for finishing the
reverse logistics are augmenting esteem recuperated from returned items and limiting
item returns (Scharnhorst W et al. 2005).
Most retailers are giving more consideration and assets to reverse logistics
than any time in recent memory, as they look to procure however much incentive as
could be expected from returned merchandise. The great inconstancy in return stock
makes numerous air alternatives, for example, come back to merchants, repair, rebundle, reuse or give. Retailers are taking loads of each office, class and sub-class to
track the estimation of items that can recuperate (Petersen JA and Kumar V 2010).
Outsider returns administration suppliers and in-house repairing operations
have turned into the standard, especially for hardware retailers. Moreover, most
retailers have perceived their profits focuses as the other hub in their supply chains
that can work like a stock exchange and pick up request satisfaction focuses for the
thriving free deals showcase. To overcome any issues with the previously mentioned
destinations, retailers are building capacities, for example, increased integration
across the supply chain, in which data collected at the returns desk and returns
consolidation centers shared in the whole supply chain, including merchants, vendors
and transportation.
1.9

Reverse Logistics benefits
In the first occasion, organizations can recover imperfect gear and parts which

are either rescued or renovated and hence recovers an incentive out of the blemished
parts. Furthermore, the bundling and blemished materials are gathered and reused in
this manner creating scrap an incentive back to the organization. Thirdly unsold and
old gear is collected once more for the purpose of offering which supports the
wholesalers and stockiest to purchase stocks unhesitatingly from the organization
realizing that he can simply return remaining stock and not remain to lose in the deal
(Allacker, K, et al. 2016).
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Merchants are probably interested in stocking all quick moving and also
moderate moving stocks. According to the client and society, the association stands
to pick up a decent standing and notoriety of being a mindful organization that deals
with the e-squander and dangerous waste created and along these lines emerges for
its corporate administration strategies. Reverse logistics has been effectively adjusted
as the showcasing system (Fleischmann M et al. 2001).
Renovated PCs sold at lower costs by every driving brand and the interest for
such tablets is by all accounts developing. The spare parts employed by the PC
makers to benefit the portable PCs and PCs on the guarantee or deal in corporate
repaired parts. Numerous electronic and buyer sturdy manufacturing organizations
offer to purchase back or trade offer for the old hardware rather than the client
acquiring a fresh, out of the box new item. In customer gadgets and white products,
the trade offers are a major hit amid rebate deal seasons (Kroon L and Vrijens G
1995).
1.10

Need for the Study
Reverse Logistic is an essential part to be followed in every manufacturing

industry. By proper implementation of reverse logistics, the hazarded wastes from
industries can be minimized. A suitable reverse logistics strategy can also provide
profit to the organization. To attain profit from the reverse logistics, it is essential to
maintain a proper strategy to extract component for the out dated product or End-OfLife product.
Disassembly-to-order is a great strategy followed in reverse logistic strategy
for the dismantling of a product. However, the amount of product to disassembly is
not maintained from the common approach. Hence this study provides a better
strategy for the selection of product in E-O-L reverse logistic. The proposed work for
the best combination of E-O-L product selection can provide profit to the
manufacturing industry.
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1.11

Problem Statement
Due to the rapid growth of technology, the technological gadgets are updated

with short period. This leads the manufacturers to difficulties, since they are tending
to inverse for the production in short duration. Meanwhile it is not sure about the sale
of those old products, thus it makes loss to manufacturers. Hence it is essential to
manufacture products with market demand and increase of income to the
manufacturer firms.
Hence the E-O-L products are adopted to satisfy the components requirement
in new product production. The D-T-O is applied for the disassembly of any product
to gather the valuable components. Thus multiperiod disassembly become a
challenging task in E-O-L reverse logistics.
Then then the optimal product selection for the disassembly is the next
challenge. Because the improper selection of product lead loss to the manufacture
and lead them to purchase adequate products. Hence it is essential to propose a better
strategy for the optimal selection of product combination for D-T-O process.
The scheduling product to appropriate disassembly machine is the next
milestone. The wrong machine selection for the product disassembly, may damage
the product and overload to a machine may lead machine failure. Hence it is the next
problem should solve by the proposed strategy for E-O-L reverse logistics.
1.12

Objective of the Study
The major objective of this thesis is to develop a suitable strategy for the end-

of-life product reverse logistics to maximize the profit in manufacturing industries.
The profit of an industry can increase by using the components of the E-O-L products
in their new product manufacturing. Thus, components retrieval from the E-O-L
products become a challenging task. Disassembly-to-order followed for the product
extracted from the E-O-L products. Multi-period D-T-O is the considered research
objective of this thesis, and here five different strategies are developed to solve the
considered objectives. The considered objectives are as follows;
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(i) To study and understand the route flow of reverse logistics for E-O-L
disassembly.
(ii) To develop a methodology for finding the optimal combination of E-O-L
products for D-T-O in reverse logistic by adopting a metaheuristic strategy.
(iii) To develop a novel strategy for the optimal scheduling of E-O-L products to
D-T-O to enhance the processing speed of reverse logistics.
(iv) To improve the convergence of optimizer a hybrid strategy is proposed.
(v) To obtain stable and better convergence rate in the optimal scheduling and
product selection.
1.13

Motivation of the Study
Due to technology upgrade the manufactures are tend to produce new product

in short time. The improvement of production and marketing in the manufacturing
firms is still a challenging factor affecting the demand of product and marketing
strategies. Most recent way of solving this issue is by an upgrade of product
manufacturing in to next level. The manufacturing of product to be optimized by
enhancing the reverse logistics in the manufacturing firms. The issues associated with
the manufacturing leads to loss of demands of product by the customer.
In order to reduce the loss and improve the profit in E-O-L product an optimal
product selection scheme should proposed. The proposed strategy motivated to solve
the problem in selecting the E-O-L products for D-T-O process. Then a scheduling
strategy should present to reduce the revere logistic time and to avoid the machine
failure.
1.14

Advantages of the Study
The proposed study has many advantages and it can be applied in various

fields, some of them are listed as follows;
The proposed hybrid metaheuristics approach used to select the optimal
combination of product selection for D-T-O process. It can improve the profit rate of
manufactures by the usage of reverse logistics process.
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The proposed scheduling strategy can enhance the manufacturing speed and
avoid the machine failure.
The proposed approaches can be applied in any manufacuting industries such
as Electronic gadgets manufactures, automobile industries, etc.
1.15

Limitation of the Study
The prober E-O-L strategy can provide profit to the organization. However,

there is some limitation in the proposed study.
In the study, a planning strategy for the manufacturing management is
proposed. The proposed system can analysis the cost and time required for the D-TO process and determine the best combination. The proposed system uses
optimization strategy for the determination of best combination.
So far, many optimization strategies have been implemented in the real time
process. However, it may lead to some performance mismatch. So in the live
implementation, the proposed strategy needs to execute in two stages. In the first
stage, the analytical analysis is essential before the process is carried out. Thus this
additional process before live implementation can be a limitation of this study.
Moreover, there is a chance of varying determined time from analytical result to live
implementation.
1.16

Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as given below.
Chapter 1 gives the introduction to the supply chain management and the need

for E-O-L products reverse logistics in manufacturing industries.
Chapter 2 provides a broad review of the reverse logistics and end of life
products disassembly.
Chapter 3 discussed a study on reverse logistics and E-O-L inventory routing
plan with the help of the multi-agent system called JADE.
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Chapter 4 discussed a novel metaheuristic search strategy for the multi-period
disassembly to order at the end of life disassembly is developed.
Chapter 5 described an artificial bee colony algorithm for the optimal
scheduling of E-O-L product disassembly.
Chapter 6 described a hybrid algorithm with the combination of ABC and CS.
The algorithm is proposed for the multi-period disassembly of E-O-L products.
Chapter 7 described a hybrid algorithm with the combination of an artificial
bee colony and bat algorithm is described and their performance comparison is given.
Chapter 8 gives the conclusion to the thesis and scope for further study.

